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Тест на артикли с именами 
собственными
Введите артикль the или «-» (нулевой артикль) через запятую

1. They had caught him in ____ Heathrow Airport by identifying his ears.

2. My mother at ____ winter palace.

3. We are in ____ Buckingham Palace, the very heart of the British nation.

4. Much like a special needs person that works at ____ McDonald's.

5. It's ____ Museum of Modern Art.

6. She lost it in a florist shop on ____ Fifth Avenue, so I came to return it.

7. Good. Maximilian Pierpont has the only important Faberg� egg collection outside 
of ____ Hermitage Museum in Leningrad.

8. We're having a yard sale for our social studies class to raise money for ____ UNICEF.

9. When Julia was sixteen and went to ____ Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in Gower 
Street she knew already much that they could teach her there.

10. It was a small dingy bookshop in a side street not far from ____ British Museum.

11. Anyway, it is gigantic, it's almost as tall as ____ St Paul's Cathedral, but taller, as 
you can see, than the Statue of Liberty, by a few feet.

12. And you join us as the Royal car winds its way slowly 'to the entrance of ____ 
Odeon Cinema for tonight's gala performance.

13. They sent him in ____ Navy, but he wouldn't stand the discipline, and I don't blame 
him.

14. Cos I was in a cab in ____ Piccadilly the other day, OK?

15. ____ Tower of London was burned in 1841.

16. Dr Ian Parks is attached to ____ Cambridge university.

17. Mr. Langdon is a professor of art history at ____ Harvard University.

18. He had ties to ____ Pentagon and Special Ops.

19. He used your credit card to check into ____ Plaza Hotel.

20. Really good doesn't cut it for ____ National Geographic.

21. We met at ____ Red Lion.

22. How many people were on ____ Titanic?

23. ____ BBC still make the best nature documentaries.

24. He was one of only five people not royal to be given a burial at ____ Westminster 
Abbey.
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25. There were many in ____ Red Cross.

26. That's Councillor William Shaw, of ____ Labour Party, that is.

27. Shouldn't you be working for ____ NASA or something?

28. Two billion dollars into it and ____ Senate sacks the project!

29. So I just walk up to her in ____ Red Square with a dozen roses?

30. Sophia flew in to ____ Kennedy Airport.

31. And what are the values of ____ Olympic games?

32. Lorenzo wins ____ British Grand Prix.

33. Was there no other sentence in ____ English language?

34. No, we've moved out to ____ Hyde Park.

35. Must be, because this is ____ July.

36. We studied ____ Renaissance, and I did a project on Botticelli.

37. Know how you say bread in ____ French?

38. It must be, it has to be, that rocket travel to Mars began in the years before ____ 
first World War!

39. I'll have a play on ____ Broadway.

40. Bound to be somewhere between here and there on ____ Lincoln Highway.

41. The first tram they saw was going towards ____ Westminster Bridge and they got 
on it.

42. I think I can get them to commit ground troops if ____ French will kick in air power.

43. Give me a call on ____ Wednesday.

44. Isabel and I haven't been romantic since ____ Bastille Day.
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Ответы на тест на артикли с именами 
собственными
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